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Abstract 

This paper will apply “STEAMS” methodology on gaming analytics. In the 21st century, the vast majority 
of youths are playing video games for too long (according to some studies an average of 13 hours/week). 
Parents do not want their children to play video games as they think it has a negative effect on their  children. 
Chosen based on its wide applications of physics, Hill Climb Racing is the video game used in this project. 
Technology is applied to increase the transportation safety. Based on the engineering failure mode analysis 
and return of investment (ROI), a systematic car upgrading system was developed through statistical 
modeling to optimize the car performance. Several physics applications such as kinematics, energy/power, 
momentum, friction, circular motion, and gravity were applied on the car racing mechanisms. The AI 
clustering analysis grouped similar field stages (based on challenges, terrain, physics, and etc.) and cars. 
This increases cost efficiency and helps avoid wasted investment on upgrading multiple cars with similar 
functions. The statistical Mixture DOE optimizes the upgrading strategy based on the limited budget while 
helping enhance ROI and better understand the vehicle mechanics. 
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1. Project Introduction 

This paper will demonstrate how to use Mixture Design of Experiment Modeling to help student study the 
Physics Science when playing the video games.  There are three sessions to be included in the project 
introduction: (1) Introduce Hill Climb Car Racing Video Game, (2) Continuous Track Design vs. Wheel 
Design, and (3) Desert Stage Challenge. 

 

1.1 Introduce Hill Climb Car Racing Video Game 

Students can learn Physics Science and Statistics while playing video games.  Authors have searched 
several video games and picked the Hill Climb Car Racing video game not based on the commercial rating 
(4.4 stars [1]). It is based on the potential of applying statistical data-driven and engineering problem-solving 
approach due to its embedded database which can record mileage of each run and car technology upgrade 
status. The object of this video game is to collect coins while driving through racing stages [2]. The challenge 
of this video game is the complexity of 32 different cars and 31 different stages.  There are 32x31= 992 
pairing combinations.  Even for each pairing combination, there are car technologies which can be upgraded 
to improve car performance.  For each 992 combinations, the technology upgrading strategy can be unique. 
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1.2 Wheel Design vs. Continuous Track Design 

Wheel design is the most popular design in commercial cars. Advantages of wheel design: wheel designs 
have a much lower production cost, and a higher maneuverability because it is generally lighter than 
continuous track design. Disadvantages of wheel design: with its weight unevenly distributed, it makes it 
much harder drive over obstacles. To overcome the limitations of wheel design, continuous track, also 
called tank tread or caterpillar track [1], is a system of vehicle propulsion in which a continuous band of 
treads or track plates is driven by two or more wheels, the large surface area of the tracks distributes the 
weight of the vehicle, enabling a continuous tracked vehicle to traverse soft ground with less likelihood of 
becoming stuck due to sinking. 
 
Advantages of continuous track design: cars with continuous track design has much higher power 
efficiency, as it doesn’t run out of gas as fast as wheel designed cars. It also has higher traction to the ground 
because its weight is more evenly distributed, this allow continuous track designed cars to move on tough 
terrain much easier. Although this design might not be the best choice in the beginning without upgrades, 
it sure does have a much higher upgrade potential, we will cover that in the results section. Disadvantages 
of continuous track design: though continuous track design has a lot of advantages, it also has some 
disadvantages. For example, it has a lower speed than the wheel designed cars and has less maneuverability 
due to its large size and heavy weight. 
 

1.3 Desert Challenge and Continuous Track  

This project will focus on the Desert Field.  Mobility is essential to a successful desert war. Especially, the 
sand dunes, mobility is reduced by 60% or more. With no firm and stable ground footing, it is easy to slide 
down or even get buried in Desert.  To survive better in Desert, the continuous track design has the larger 
surface area of the tracks which can distribute the weight of the vehicle, enabling a continuous tracked 
vehicle to traverse soft ground with less likelihood of becoming stuck due to sinking [1-4]. Tank vehicle is 
chosen for this project to demonstrate the Continuous Track Design on the Desert Stage. 

 

2. Mixture Design and Data Collection Plan 

To further improve Return of Investment (ROI) of tank technology upgrading on the desert stage, a 
special Mixture Design of Experiment (DOE) was designed.  The concept is to place the investment 
constraint at fixed level by allocating the upgrading investment across four car technologies.     

2.1 Design Mixture DOE 

Mixture Design has the following two design characteristics: 

• Properties of mixture DOE are a function of the relative proportions of the technologies rather than 
their absolute levels 

• Because the proportions sum to one, mixture designs have an interesting simplex geometry: triangle-
shaped slice as demonstrated in the figure below: 
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Figure 1: Mixture DOE Ternary Plot 

 

2.2 Mixture DOE Data Collection Plan 

21 Mixture DOE data were collected in random sequence to avoid any noise factor.  21 data points were 
collected for higher than 90% power. 

 

Figure 2: Data Collection 

2.3 Design Diagnostics of Mixture DOE 
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Mixture DOE different from full/fractional factorial DOEs: Sign Test Power >80% as shown in 
Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3: Power Analysis 

 

• Confounding: mild resolution II & severe resolution III Confounding across all main & 
interaction effects 

• Interaction terms fully confounding with quadratic terms (missed in Model) 

• The severe confounding is due to the mixture dependency and constraint (all components added 
together up to 100%) 

 

Figure 4: Confounding 
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• Design Space Uniformity: near Uniform Design 

The severe confounding is due to the mixture DOE. 

 

Figure 5: Uniformity 

 

3. Response Surface Model 

3.1 Fit Model Analysis 

• R-Square fitting is at 86% 

• Engine and Suspension are top two tank Technology parameters on the desert stage 

• Observed two data points with more than 50-km delta between the predicted and actual data 

• Decided to rerun these two settings to minimize human factors (players’ skills) 

 

3.2 Improved Model 

Use JMP Fit Model of Response Surface technique to build a predictive model.  R-Square fitting is at 
94% as shown in Figure. Suspension and Engine are still the top two parameters but with much higher 
total effect level. 
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Figure 6: Model Formulation  

 

3.3 Profiler Sensitivity Analysis 

JMP Profiler and Sensitivity Analysis is conducted.  Suspension and Engine are the top two parameters.  
The optimal design is to upgrade Engine the most (35% investment) and Fuel the least (15% 
investment).  The optimal setting can achieve distance performance ~ 1,576 

 

Figure 7: Profiler Sensitivity Analysis 

 

3.4 Ternary Plot 
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Ternary plot platform recognizes 3 factors as mixture factors and also considers upper and lower 
constraints entered into the factors panel when design was created. Ternary plot uses shading to exclude 
the unfeasible areas excluded by those constraints. Red Zone: inside the DOE Design Space but fail the 
Distance Lower Limit at 1,560. White Zone: inside the DOE Design Space but pass the Distance Lower 
Limit at 1,560. 

 

Figure 7: Mixture DOE Ternary Plot 

4. Results and Conclusions 

This paper has demonstrated STEAMS as a very powerful methodology to conduct any scientific research.  
In addition to classical STEM approach, the innovative STEAMS approach has three core visions: (1) 
Adding Artificial Intelligence to discover complicated system patterns, (2) Separating Statistics from 
Mathematics to conduct risk management for better and practical decision making, (3) integrate six 
STEAMS elements seamlessly to discipline the research process more robust.  In this car racing Tank+ 
Desert paper, Engine and Suspension are identified as top two technologies to perform well on the Desert 
Stage.  To climb very steep hill, heavy tank would need higher power.   To pass many softer sand dunes 
(bumps), the tank would need to upgrade suspension to minimize vibration and improve in-air car control.    
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